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**Title:** Ali Akang vs. Municipality of Isulan: A Testament to the Doctrine of Estoppel and
Laches Amidst Property Dispute

**Facts:** Ali  Akang, a member of  the Maguindanaon tribe and registered owner of  a
specific parcel of land in Isulan, Sultan Kudarat, encountered a legal dispute that spans
decades starting from a 1962 Deed of Sale wherein he purportedly sold a portion of his
property to the Municipality of Isulan. Thirty-nine years post-transaction, he initiated a civil
action to recover possession and/or quiet title, citing non-payment as the crux of unfulfilled
sale conditions. The Regional Trial Court (RTC) adjudged in his favor, invalidating the sale
for non-compliance with requisite legal protocols and non-payment. However, the Court of
Appeals (CA) reversed this, citing estoppel and laches, essentially arguing Akang’s inaction
over the years barred his claims. The Philippine Supreme Court was eventually approached
to resolve the conflicting lower court opinions through a petition initially dismissed but later
reinstated for consideration.

**Issues:**
1. Whether the Deed of Sale was a valid and perfected contract of sale.
2. Whether there was actual payment of the consideration by the respondent.
3. Whether the petitioner’s claim is barred by laches.

**Court’s Decision:**
The Supreme Court denied the petition, affirming the CA’s decision.
– The Court determined that the Deed of Sale was indeed a valid and perfected contract of
sale, not merely a contract to sell as Akang claimed. The contract had all the necessary
elements present: consent, determinate subject matter, and a fixed price, hence fulfilling
the conditions for a valid sale.
– On the issue of payment, the Court found that even if the petitioner asserts non-payment,
the Municipal Voucher was sufficient evidence that contradicted his claim. Moreover, the
failure to prove payment does not invalidate the contract of sale.
– Regarding the application of laches, the Supreme Court underscored that Akang’s inaction
for an unreasonable length of time to enforce his claimed rights barred him from recovering
the property. The decision emphasized that while Akang highlighted restrictive conditions
such as Martial Law and local conflicts for his delay, these did not justify his inaction for
nearly four decades.

**Doctrine:**
– The resolution elucidated principles of estoppel and laches in the context of property
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disputes. Particularly, it highlighted that parties cannot contradict their previous positions
or actions to the detriment of those who have relied on them (estoppel), and also, that
undue delay in asserting a legal right can result in its forfeiture (laches).

**Class Notes:**
1.  **Contract  of  Sale  vs.  Contract  to  Sell:**  Key elements  for  these contracts  include
consent,  determinate  subject  matter,  and  price  certain.  The  transfer  of  ownership
distinguishes the two, immediate upon agreement in sales and postponed in contracts to sell
until full payment.
2. **Estoppel:** One cannot later deny what they previously posited if it has been relied
upon by others.
3. **Laches:** Refers to a negligent and untimely assertion of a right, leading to its waiver.
4. **Payment:** Non-payment of the price, while it may not invalidate a contract of sale,
could give the seller the right to demand payment or rescission.
5.  **Protection of  Non-Christian Tribes:**  Although laws protect  these communities  by
requiring certain formalities  in  transactions to  prevent  exploitation,  the validity  of  the
contract is not automatically negated for failure to comply—in cases where exploitation or
disadvantage is not substantiated.

**Historical  Background:**  This  case  underscores  the  complexities  of  real  property
transactions  within  the  context  of  Philippine  societal  and  legal  frameworks,  especially
involving  indigenous  peoples  and  local  government  units.  It  illustrates  the  impact  of
historical  and cultural  considerations,  such as  Martial  Law in  the  Philippines  and the
nuances of contracts involving members of indigenous communities. The protracted nature
of the dispute also reflects on the challenges faced by tribal members in protecting their
property rights amid changing legal interpretations and societal conditions.


